Modeling studies of arginase from *Helicobacter pylori* divulge novel inhibitor-protein interactions
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Abstract

*Helicobacter pylori* (*H. pylori*) are gram-negative spiral bacterium that is believed to be one of the main causes of chronic gastritis affecting nearly one half of world population and is a root cause of complications like mucosal atrophy, gastric carcinoma, or gastric lymphoma. The current state of the art literature describes the emergence of antibiotic resistant strains and unavoidable side effects of current therapies, therefore it becomes essential to find new, safe, effective and affordable drugs and identify new drug targets. Arginase activity is known to contribute significantly in the pathophysiology of *H. pylori* infections, thus making it an attractive drug target. Present investigation deals with designing the theoretical model of arginase from *H. pylori* followed by refinement using molecular dynamics (MD) and validation using molecular docking and paired potential analysis. Models generated using Modeller and SwissModel server were evaluated using QMEAN, ProCheck, WhatCheck/WhatIf and Verify 3D. NAMD was utilized to perform conventional MD analysis. AutoDock 4.2 and ArgusLab were employed for docking investigation and paired potential analysis was done using DrugScore potential available from online DSS-server. The proposed model qualified on geometrical, stereo-chemical and other structure validation tests possessing highly conserved active site. The MD results confirm thermodynamic and conformational stability. Docking and paired potential analysis indicate involvement of highly conserved residues in stabilization of arginase-inhibitor complexes. We propose structure of arginase, using homology modeling approach. Predicted models have passed standard evaluation tests indicating good quality models. Docking and paired-potential analysis studies revealed novel interactions that have potential to be targeted in developing further structure based drug-design experiments.

Introduction

*Helicobacter pylori* (*H. pylori*) are small microaerophilic, gram negative, curved, bacteria that colonize and grow around the luminal surface of the gastric epithelium. Since its discovery in 1984, plethora of literature has accumulated linking its virulent role in gastritis, peptic ulcers, duodenal ulcers and colon cancer [1,2]. Because of the persistence association of *H. pylori* with gastric cancer, in 1994 International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), has classified *H. pylori* infection as a group 1 carcinogenic agent [3,4]. Overall, *H. pylori* infections are highly attributed with poor survival and very high morbidity rate were observed in majority of the clinical studies. The first line therapy, as per European [5] and North American [6] guidelines for treating *H. pylori* infection, prescribes a proton pump inhibitor (PPI) or ranitidine bismuth citrate, along with any two antibiotics among amoxicillin, clarithromycin and metronidazole, to be given for 7 to 14 days to adults. Up to 50 percent of patients experience side effects while taking *H. pylori* treatment that includes hypergastrinaemia [7], atrophic gastritis [8] and even gastric neoplasia [9-11]. Moreover, the evolving multidrug resistant strains [12,13] limit the usage and efficacy of the currently used therapeutic modalities for the management of *H. pylori* infection. The clinical, epidemiological and the circumstantial literature cited above clearly warrants the need of developing novel, effective and target oriented therapeutic approach for the management of *H. pylori* infection. In the mainstream of identifying novel therapeutic targets for designing effective anti *H. pylori* agents, arginase seems to be a potential candidate because of its relevance with the survival of *H. pylori*. Arginase is a metalloenzyme, catalyzing the conversion of L-arginine to L-ornithine and urea [14]. In the subsequent urease driven enzymatic reaction, urea is converted into carbon dioxide and ammonia [15]. The ammonia thus liberated is utilized by *H. pylori* for its survival, because *H. pylori* is highly sensitive to acidic environment [16,17]. Thus, inhibition of arginase activity may deplete the local supply of urea for ammonia production by urease activity, and thereby arrest the growth of *H. pylori*. Hence modeling and structural analysis of enzyme arginase is important for identification of potential inhibitor binding sites. Experimental techniques to solve the structure of proteins are very tedious and prolonged and not always succeed in determining structure for all proteins, especially membrane proteins [18,19], thus computational techniques like homology modeling is one of the alternative approach to obtain reliable structural models for target proteins that can be utilized in structure based drug design process. Understanding the structural aspects of arginase is important for unraveling the secrets of inhibitor binding sites, which can be further explored for the design and development of novel therapeutic agents against *H. pylori* infections.
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the present study we have designed the theoretical model of arginase from *H. pylori*, India 7 strain. Molecular dynamics (MD) approach was used to refine the model followed by validating the model by docking its inhibitor using Autodock 4.2 and ArgusLab. Moreover, we have also tested docking of some experimental and structural analogs of arginine such as ornithine, which is the most potent competitive inhibitor and nor-valine as non-competitive inhibitor of arginase [20]. Some prominent inhibitors of arginase like DMFO and new inhibitor S-nitroso-N-acetylpenicillamine (SNAP) [11,21] were also analyzed by docking onto arginase model. We have also carried out paired potential analysis to identify regions in protein that are involved in favorable and unfavorable interactions with ligands using DSX online knowledge-based scoring function [22].

Methods

Sequence retrieval and template identification

Arginase sequence of *H. pylori* was retrieved from SwissProt [23] with accession number E8QE13. In order to find suitable template for modeling, two approaches were utilized. BLAST-P [24] services at NCBI and PDB database [25] were utilized; simultaneously Template Identification Tool from Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics was also utilized. Protein Homology/analogy Recognition Engine (PHYRE2) server [26] was employed for fold recognition.

Modeling studies

In a rational modeling strategy, it is recommended to include more than one template and methods to generate several models and then select best model from obtained results; rather than relying on single template and single method. Therefore both, standalone software like Modeller [27] as well as automated online SWISS MODEL server [28,29] were used in this study to generate the homology models.

Target-template alignment

The Align2D command [30] from Modeller was utilized to align query sequence to template structures. Align2D command is a modification of classic Needleman-Wunsch dynamic programming algorithm [31]. It considers structural information from the template when constructing an alignment, which is accomplished through a variable gap penalty function that tends to place gaps in solvent-exposed and curved regions, positions outside secondary structure segments, and between two positions that are close in space.

Model generation

Models for apo form of enzyme were generated by a special class derived from auto model command called as ‘Loop Model’. Loop-model class generates models by creating a new object for loop modeling which later builds standard comparative models utilizing the same approach of the auto model class and then refines loops in each of the created models. This methodology has an advantage that loops in models are refined scrupulously as compared to using auto model class. Five models were allowed to be built from each template and single loop model was generated after loop refinement process. Thus five models from each template were generated. Later on its cofactor (Mn ions), inhibitor and essential water molecules were inserted using SPDBV 3.7 [32]. This task was accomplished by separately loading the apo form of enzyme and cofactor (Mn ions), inhibitor, essential water molecules followed by merging these two separate layers into single molecule using commands available from ‘EDIT’ menu of SPDBV 3.7.

Energy minimization

Energy minimization was carried out in vacuo using force field approach by means of GROMOS96 43BI parameters set [33], without reaction field applying 20 steps of steepest descent algorithm within SPDBV 3.7.

Model evaluation

Best models were first short listed using QMEAN scoring function. Models were subject to evaluation using standard tools like ProCheck [12], WhatCheck/WhatIf [34] and Verify3D [35] Model was later visualized using PyMol. The resulting models of arginase were submitted to PMDB Database [36] and can be downloaded using PMDB ID, PM0078185.

Molecular dynamics of homology model

For further refinement and to verify thermodynamic stability of generated homology models, molecular dynamics simulations were carried out using CHARMM force field [37] implemented in NAMD [38] program. Initially the PDB-PSF pair of files was generated using ‘psfgen’ package implemented in VMD. The model was further solvated by placing it in water-box of suitable size utilizing ‘solvate’ package. Energy minimization was carried out for 2000 steps of conjugate gradient algorithm aiming to adjust the distribution of solvent molecule and to relax possible steric clashes that might be created, as coordinates of many atoms are guessed during generation of psf file. For all the simulations, periodic boundary conditions were applied in all cell dimensions. Long range interactions were dealt with using the switching function to consider electrostatic and van der Waal interactions by setting cutoff of 12.0 and switchdist of 8.0 angstrom. The SHAKE algorithm [39] was applied to constrain all bonds between hydrogen atoms and heavy atoms. Bonded and non-bonded forces were evaluated at every time step and full electrostatic forces were evaluated by application of the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method [40]. In the next stage, the temperature of the system was linearly increased from 0 K to 300 K within a time span of 300 ps. At each integration step, velocities were reassigned from a new Maxwell distribution and temperature was increased by 0.001 K. During the process of heating, the kinetic energy is pumped into the system among all degrees of freedom and hence it must be properly distributed. Thus, equilibration was carried out to equilibrate kinetic and potential energies. The system was equilibrated for over 1.5 ns at constant temperature of 300 K. During heating and equilibration stages, the integration time step was set to 1 fs. During equilibration, a frame was recorded to trajectory file after every 1 ps of simulation. Following this, in production stage of another 3 ns, all the dynamic behavior and structural changes of enzyme were analyzed by calculating energy of system and RMSD of trajectories.

Molecular docking

Docking analysis was carried out using two standard docking softwares that are available in public domain (ArgusLab and Autodock 4.2). Initially, 2D structures of the inhibitors were drawn in ChemDraw * 8.0 (CambridgeSoft, Cambridge, MA, USA) and their SMILES were obtained. The 3D conformers of these compounds were then generated in sdf format using FROG2 Server [41].

Autodock 4.0 [42,43] implemented in Python Prescription 0.8 (PyRx) was used in docking analysis. The ligand molecules in sdf format were imported in PyRx environment via OpenBabel utility and were subject to energy minimization using UFF force field [39,44]; Conjugate gradient optimization algorithm was applied for over 200
steps while molecules were updated for every 1 step. Receptor molecule was prepared in traditional 'pdbqt' format after assigning charges to the receptor coordinate file by using 'Make macromolecule' command from Autodock menu. Auto-grid program was then utilized to obtain grid file with 69.328, 56.7622, -3.8719 as x, y and z coordinates as grid centre. The affinity grid of 50 x 50 x 50 points was set using spacing of 0.375 angstrom in order to encompass entire active site. The Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm was used for the conformational search. Each Lamarckian job was set to have 10 runs. The initial population was restricted to 150 structures; while the maximum number of energy evaluation and generation were set to 27000. Single top individual was allowed to survive to next generation, rate of gene mutation was set to 0.02 and rate of crossover was set to 0.8; the rest of parameters were set as default values. The final structures were clustered according to native Autodock Scoring Function. The top ranked conformations of each ligand were selected (Table 1).

While using ArgusLab, the binding site was set in region where original inhibitor was placed in homology model. Dimensions of binding site bounding box were allowed to be automatically calculated. The same dimensions of box were used for docking remaining inhibitors so as to maintain consistency of chemical environment in active site. Grid resolution was set to 0.4 angstrom. The parameters required to calculate binding energies for the resulting docked structures were imported from Ascore.prm file since Ascore function was used to score the individual binding poses. This parameter file holds all the coefficients for each term in the scoring function. Docking calculations were performed by selecting “ArgusDock” as the docking engine. An exhaustive search was performed by enabling “High precision” option in Docking precision menu, “Dock” was chosen as the calculation type. Ligand flexibility was allowed by selecting “flexible” option in the ligand menu. The docking poses showing lowest energy, maximum hydrogen bonding and minimum bumps with residues in active site were selected (Table 1).

### Paired potential analysis

Further, paired potential analysis of docked conformers were carried out to scrutinize the per-atom score contribution of amino acid residues from model that are located around inhibitors in terms of 'good' and 'bad' potentials. These paired potential represent favorable and unfavorable interactions respectively. This task was achieved using an on-line program, DSX-ONLINE v0.88, knowledge-based DSX pair potentials that are based on the DrugScore potential [45]. The results were visualized in PyMol.

### Results and discussion

Previous attempts of arginase modeling have been made using computational approach to deduce the activity of arginase from *H. pylori* wild type strain 43504 [46]. Protein sequence alignment of arginase revealed the fact that sequence of arginase from *H. pylori* India 7 strain is different from wild type strain 43504. Difference of 5 percent in sequence identity was observed from that of wild type strain 43504 indicating considerable difference at primary structural level. Earlier model was generated using single template and single method; in contrast, we have used more than one template separately and employed three different methods to obtain more reliable models. Additionally, we have attempted to model entire sequence of protein in contrast of previous study that focused on modeling only central region of arginase.

### Table 1. Binding energies of different inhibitors obtained using Autodock and ArgusLab software.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inhibitor</th>
<th>Binding Energy obtained using Autodock</th>
<th>Binding Energy obtained using ArgusLab</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ligand (Lysine)</td>
<td>-7.91</td>
<td>-6.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ornithine</td>
<td>-7.72</td>
<td>-5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-omega-hydroxyl-L-arginine (LHO-Arg)</td>
<td>-7.5</td>
<td>-6.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Alpha-L-Acetyl-Arginine</td>
<td>-6.84</td>
<td>-5.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>difluoromethylomithine (DFMO)</td>
<td>-5.55</td>
<td>-5.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N4-N4-Dimethylarginine</td>
<td>-5.46</td>
<td>-3.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Omega-Propyl-L-Arginine</td>
<td>-5.66</td>
<td>-4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-N-Allyl-Arginine</td>
<td>-4.93</td>
<td>-4.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N N-dimethylarginine</td>
<td>-4.88</td>
<td>-4.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2-(Carboxyethyl)-L-Arginine</td>
<td>-4.84</td>
<td>-4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Thiocitrulline</td>
<td>-3.35</td>
<td>-5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nor_Valine</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
<td>-5.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitroarginine (L-NNA)</td>
<td>-3.29</td>
<td>-6.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-nitroso-N-acetylpenicillamine (SNAP)</td>
<td>-2.95</td>
<td>-3.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The accuracy of the structures generated by homology modeling is highly dependent on the sequence identity between target and template. Above 50% sequence identity, models tend to be reliable, with only minor errors in side chain packing. Below 30% identity, serious errors occur, sometimes resulting in the basic fold being mis-predicted. When sequence identity between template and query sequence falls in range of 20 to 30%, it is said that sequence alignment is in “Twilight Zone” where one is uncertain if two sequences are indeed homologous. In such situations fold recognition approach is utilized to identify a suitable fold that can be used as template. Since arginase sequence from *H. pylori* shares only 26% sequence identity with its homolog from *Bacillus caldovelox* and falls in "Twilight Zone", an alternative method of fold recognition was additionally employed in order to identify suitable fold. Top result from fold recognition comprises of a model based on fold named "D1PQ3A" belonging to 'Arginase-like amidino hydrolases' family and 'Arginase/deacetylase' super-family and fold respectively; claiming 100% confidence with 92% query coverage.
Furthermore, fold D1PQ3A correspond to PDB entry 1PQ3 which describes structure of arginase from Human. Thus two templates (one from *Bacillus caldovelox* and another obtained from fold recognition result were used in this study for building a reliable structural model.

**Target template alignment**

The pair-wise alignment of query sequence to two templates showed local differences with respect to gap positions. Four gaps are clearly observed in alignment of query with template from *Bacillus caldovelox*; two gaps of length 2 and remaining two of length 16 and 11 residues that form a loop at position 107-DK-108, 154-SEEKAWQKLSLE-169, 289-KH-290 and terminal 312-KDKKPSFAMSY-322. When fold obtained from fold recognition method was used as template, gaps at position 107-108 and 289-290 were completely removed and the remaining two loops were reduced to 13 and 6 residues respectively. These changes significantly improved the model obtained using human arginase as template. Chances of getting better models are increased if there are fewer gaps in alignment.

**Modeling**

Topology diagram for model was obtained using Pro-Origami server [47]. The models obtained were composed of 10 helices (H1-H10), 9 loops (L1-L9) and characteristic beta sheet composed of 8 strands. Structural models obtained from Modeller showed typical 3 layers of secondary structure arrangement formed as α-helix/β-sheet/α-helix which is signature of ‘Arginase/deacetylase’ fold. The parallel layers of secondary structure arrangement formed as α-helix/β-sheet/α-helix which again signifies that protein has adopted the desired fold.

**Model evaluation**

**QMEAN**

All the 12 models were ranked on QMEAN Server [48] using QMEAN Scoring Function [48] on basis of both global and local error estimates taking into account of C-beta interaction energy, all atom pair-wise energy, solvation energy, torsion angle energy, secondary structure agreement and solvent accessibility agreement. The sole purpose to use QMEAN score in this study was to pick out good models from the set of produced results. Three out of five structures created using fold derived from human arginase illustrated score above 6, while none of the model produced using template from *Bacillus caldovelox* even approached this score indicating that models produced using hybrid approach of fold-recognitio and then using Modeller performs better than just relying on Modeller to produce homology models. It is also evident that models produced by automated online server SWISS MODEL showed poor QMEAN score despite the template used to generate them. From this observation it can be concluded that, in present study, better results are obtained using stand alone approach of generating models using Modeller, as compared to automated online approach.

**ProCheck**

Comparative evaluation study of model created using ‘fold recognition and Modeller’ approach along with best model produced using template from *Bacillus caldovelox* and SWISS-Model was carried out on basis of geometrical and stereo-chemical constraints from ProCheck. Table 2 along with Figure 2 illustrate that best model created using template from fold recognition employing Modeller program has more than 87 percent of its non-proline and non-glycine amino acid residues occupied in core region, 10.3 percent in additionally allowed region, one percent in generously allowed region and 1.4% in disallowed region as compared to 84.6 percent of non-proline and non-glycine residues lie outside core region when template from *Bacillus caldovelox* was used to generate models using Modeller; while using hybrid approach of fold recognition and Modeller, it was found that only 12% of non-proline and non-glycine residues fall out of core region. These figures again demonstrate that model generated using hybrid approach stand better in terms of geometrical and stereo chemical properties. Residues 40-Q, 89-S, 106-K and 154-D are found to be present in disallowed region; these residues are not really a matter of concern as their positions are well defined in crystal structures derived from other proteins.

**Verify3D**

The compatibility of an atomic model (3D) with its own amino acid sequence (1D) was analyzed using Verify3D program. Residues scoring value above 0.2 are considered to have better compatibility.

---

**Figure 1.** Sequence alignment of arginase from *H. pylori* (Query) with *Bacillus caldovelox* (Subject).
bond of l-arginine. In present model of arginase of H. pylori, interatomic distances were found to be present in the template structure and consequently were inherited in proposed model. On the other hand, four severe problems in model created using SWISS MODEL were observed. In brief, best model generated by Modeller using template of fold derived from human arginase possess the finest geometrical and stereo-chemical properties, its coordinates are highly compatible with their surroundings.

**WhatIf/WhatCheck**

Features affecting quality of models like tau angle problems, side chain planarity problems, connections to aromatic rings out of plane and side chain flips etc were analyzed using WhatCheck/WhatIf suites. Best models obtained using Modeller and SWISS MODEL was subject to test using 82 parameters provided in WhatIf version 20111205-2247. Structures created using Modeller passed most of the tests, except one 'side chain flips' and one 'tau angle problem' were detected. These abnormalities along with few 'abnormally short inter atomic distances' were found to be present in the template structure and consequently were inherited in proposed model. On the other hand, four severe problems in model created using SWISS MODEL were observed. In brief, best model generated by Modeller using template of fold derived from human arginase possess the finest geometrical and stereo-chemical properties, its coordinates are highly compatible with sequence and violates minimally in WhatIf analysis, therefore it was further utilized in molecular dynamics and docking investigation.

**Active site of Arginase**

Active site of arginase is found to be highly conserved and the role of metal ions is extremely important in catalysis as it is known that metal ions lower the pKa for proton ionization and activate a coordinated water molecule, and further create the hydroxide ion that nucleophilically attacks the guanidino carbon of the scissile bond of l-arginine [50-52]. In present model of arginase of H. pylori, the binuclear Mn(II) center is found to be situated at the bottom of an 17 Å-deep active site cleft which is close to experimentally verified depth of 15 Å. Sheets 4, 5 and 7 seem to form base of active site and is surrounded by loops and helices forming supportive walls.

According to a detailed comparative study of more than 30 experimentally solved structures of arginase family, it has been found that numerous aspartate and histidine residues in Mn binding region are highly conserved. These residues are considered to play an imperative role in binding and catalysis of substrate [53]. MnA is known to possess square pyramidal coordination (Figure 3 blue lines); MnA (magenta sphere) is coordinated with nitrogen of 118-H and one of oxygen 236-D. These two residues thus play role of major terminal ligands while one oxygen of bidentate 116-D and additional oxygen from monodentate 234-D along with hydroxide ions (cyan sphere) act as its bridging ligands.

On the other hand, MnB (magenta sphere) is identified to be coordinated with distorted octahedral geometry (blue lines) by nitrogen and oxygen of terminal ligands 91-H and bidentate 120-D respectively. Oxygen of bidentate 116-D, monodentate 234-D along with hydroxide ion (cyan sphere) forms its bridging ligands. A hydrogen bond is donated by metal-bridging hydroxide to the non-coordinating oxygen of 236-D. All these interactions are found to be essentially present in experimentally verified active site of arginases [54].

Accuracy of the obtained model was checked by performing its structural alignment with structure obtained by x-ray crystallography. The homology model and model of human arginase (1PQ3) were superimposed and RMSD of residues involved in active site was calculated (Figure 4). Since the fold that was used as a template to derive structural model for H. pylori was originated from human arginase, hence it was used as standard for comparison. The RMSD value for all atom superimposition of active site residues was found to be as low as 0.55 Å indicating very high accuracy of H. pylori active site model.

**Loop study**

H. pylori arginase contains two 13 and 6-residue loops inserted within loop L5 and at c-terminal end. As these loops are located far away from active site and it is already known that c-terminal polypeptide mediates more than 50% of inter monomer contact surface area [50], the functional role of these loops can be hypothesized to be involved in stabilization of oligomeric structure.

**Molecular dynamics**

Molecular dynamics simulation was carried out in order to verify that the model obtained from homology modeling is thermodynamically and conformationally stable at physiological conditions (in solvent at 300 K). RMSD analysis of the trajectories with respect to the starting
search method based on identification of complementary shapes of the algorithm provided by Autodock, and second includes an exhaustive algorithms, first, the stochastic search which is similar to the genetic ligand L-NNA in Table 1). ArgusLab on the other hand, provides both study, that are known to be good inhibitors experimentally (in case of poor prediction of binding energy in case of some ligands in our conformations getting trapped in local minima, this fact might explain significant includes the possibility of the optimization of the ligand energy minimization steps, in which unsuccessful docking results are discarded. The genetic algorithm is a widely used and reliable algorithm but it has some limitations (Park et al., 2006), the most significant includes the possibility of the optimization of the ligand conformations getting trapped in local minima, this fact might explain poor prediction of binding energy in case of some ligands in our study, that are known to be good inhibitors experimentally (in case of ligand L-NNA in Table 1). ArgusLab on the other hand, provides both algorithms, first, the stochastic search which is similar to the genetic algorithm provided by Autodock, and second includes an exhaustive search method based on identification of complementary shapes of the ligand and the receptor, referred to as “ShapeDock” or “ArgusDock”. Hence results obtained using both the software simultaneously will be more reliable as compared to individual usage of either of the software.

The validity of a docking system can be checked by docking the experimentally verified pose back into the receptor. This procedure follows the rationale that a good docking engine should replicate the experimental binding modes of the ligand. After docking, root mean square deviation (RMSD) value of the predicted pose to experimentally verified pose is calculated. RMSD value indicates the measure of spatial similarity between two structures. If the RMSD value is found to be less than certain value (typically <2.00 angstrom), the prediction of binding mode is considered as successful. RMSD value of 0.62 angstrom was observed while docking experimentally verified ligand (lysine) into its own active site using AutoDock. This value indicates that predicted binding mode is nearly identical to the X-ray crystallography conformer.

According to a study, two histidines and four aspartate residues are essentially required for providing stability and catalysis of the binuclear metal center [55]. In the proposed model 91-H, 118-H, 116-D, 120-D, 234-D and 236-D are found to be structurally conserved and play an important role in inhibition. Besides these residues, here we report, three more novel interactions never reported earlier. Our data suggest the possibility of these residues to play an important role in modulation of arginase activity. According to paired potential calculation on DSX server, these residues have shown to interact favorably with inhibitors. Favorably interacting atoms from protein are shown to be surrounded by green spheres, while the sizes of the spheres correspond to the values of the contributing per-atom scores. Docking of ornithine to active site of arginase demonstrates the importance of water molecules is stabilization by forming a bridge network of hydrogen bond with terminal NH2 group of ornithine and NE2 atom of 133-H. While another network participating in stabilization of active site includes NE2 atom of 122-H donating hydrogen bond to carboxyl oxygen that bridges via a water molecule to NH2 group attached to c-alpha carbon atom. The same NH2 group is also involved in formation of hydrogen bond with OD1of 120-D. Favorable DSX potential contribution (green spheres) of the same 122-D, 133-H and 120-D residues is depicted in adjacent figure.

The crucial role of hydroxyl-guanidine fragment of N omega hydroxyl L arginine inhibitor is evident from its docking to arginase active site. The terminal oxygen of hydroxyl-guanidine moiety stabilizes the active site by forming hydrogen bond with NE2 atom of 133-H. Another nitrogen of the same moiety takes part in series of hydrogen
bond bridge that involve its coordination with water molecule and OD1 atom of 120-D. The same water molecule continues to bridge with oxygen of carboxyl group of inhibitor those in-turn hydrogen bonds with NE2 atom of His-122. ND1, NE2 atoms of 122-H along with NE2 atom of 133-H and OD1, CG and CB atoms of 120-D seems to have major favorable DSX potential contribution towards three terminal carbons on inhibitor (magenta spheres).

The nitrogen of guanidino group of N-alpha-L-acetyl-arginine inhibitor seems to form a hydrogen bond with water. Additional water is involved in series of hydrogen bonding network that includes oxygen of carboxyl group from inhibitor hydrogen bonding with NE2 of 133-H via nitrogen of NH group on inhibitor. NE2 atom of 118-H hydrogen bonds with carboxyl oxygen of inhibitor, that seems to confer stability to enzyme–inhibitor complex. Same atoms are also observed to have favorable DSX potential contribution towards inhibitor as obtained from DSX server. Moreover, our docking study coincides with experimental values in case of SNAP which showed poor binding affinity towards arginase (-2.95 Kcal/mol in Autodock) as compared to other arginase inhibitor [56].

Series of chemically diverse small molecule inhibitors like fluoride (IC50 1500 µM), L-valine (IC50 650 µM), Nω-hydroxy-L-arginine (IC50 20 µM), Nω-hydroxynor-L-arginine (IC50 0.8 µM), 2(S)-amino-6-boronohexanoic acid (ABH, IC50 1.6 µM), dehydro ABH (IC50 15 µM) etc. have been tested in wet-lab experimental settings and demonstrated significant inhibition of arginase activity [56]. As there is clear evidence of arginase inhibition using small molecule inhibitors, the results of the present study may help in design and development of novel arginase inhibitors of H. pylori.

**Conclusion**

The basic objective of the present investigation was to generate thermodynamically as well as conformationally stable model of arginase from *H. pylori* which would be reliable, both chemically as well as biologically; we have successfully developed it. We would also conclude that in general, models generated from hybrid approach implementing methods like fold recognition and satisfaction of spatial restraints gives more accurate results as compared to individual usage of either of the methods. The model so produced is valid not only in terms of active site which is highly similar to crystal structure of enzyme, but also adopts the overall topology of the ‘arginase/deacetylase’ fold. The proposed structural model of arginase has successfully passed geometrical and stereo-chemical tests; its atomic coordinates are fully compatible to its sequence and have minimally violated parameters from ‘WhatCheck’ suite indicating its best quality. Docking studies using two software and paired potential analysis have revealed newer interactions involving residues that have never been reported in earlier studies and thus has enormous scope to be utilized and verified experimentally for finding novel class of candidate drugs against *H. pylori*.
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